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Chapter 1 : Where I Learned To Read by Salvatore Scibona
Where I Learned To Read. By Salvatore Scibona. Illustration by OLIMPIA ZAGNOLI. I did my best to flunk out of high
school. I failed English literature, American literature, Spanish, precalculus.

I saw them recently and they well,Paul and Gene seemedâ€¦old. But Eric and Tommy were in good form
although I have to think it must be weird being somebody elseâ€”almost like being in a cover band even
though you make new music. Anyway, this album was said to be a hearkening back to Kiss of old, and in
many ways it is. I rather wish they went back a little further, but it definitely feels like classic Kiss. I like the
scary Gene songs better than the sexy Gene songs and this one is a good oneâ€”Gene really brings it on this
songâ€”even in his bass playing. Next comes the part of the album where things get weird. But how strange to
write a song as if you were someone else. Singer sounds an awful lot like Peter. This one is the more uncanny
of the two. All in all, this is a really solid album from Kiss. They did go back to basicsâ€”not as far as their
early 70s stuff which I think we all would have liked, but at least to their second bet eraâ€”and he band seems
really invigorated. Especially since when it started, it seemed far more city-centric. But perhaps it was all she
could expect. So when some ewes go missing, she is a suspect. She was taken in by a widow who helped with
foundlings. When Unnur was 8, the widow died during the winter. The girl, not knowing what to do or who to
call, simply put the woman outside. The girl was well-mannered but starving. The old woman, in an attempt to
rid Unnur of fleas, poured boiling grease on her head. Now she wore a wig.
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Where I Learned To Read has 5 ratings and 0 reviews. STARTING OUT in which the author recalls his desire to escape
from his childhood in Ohio.

It narrates the intertwining lives of several Italian immigrant families who settle in a Cleveland neighborhood
and whose paths converge during a street festival in The End both spans and skips around the first half of the
20th century and is cast against the racial, spiritual and moral tension that has given rise to modern America.
How is he integral to the story? In what light does the author present the old country? Are any of the
immigrant characters able to fully transcend it? Ciccio Mazzone runs away from home more than once. Where
do we see the theme of running away elsewhere in the book? Are these characters seeking anything other than
escape? Who is the Forest Runner? How did he get his name? What is his philosophy, and what does it move
him to do? Costanza Marini, who narrates the final section, is a key figure in this story. How is she tied to the
other characters? In what ways does she influence, if not direct, the action? What role does family play among
the characters in The End? Are family ties unbreakable? What methods does he use to build his novel? How
does his idea of storytelling compare with that of our previous authors? How does the Catholic church shape
the lives of the residents of Elephant Park? Are any of them deeply religious? What does the title of the book
mean? Which of the characters seem defeated or finished by the end? Here a few hyperlinks to learn more
about Salvatore Scibona and his work:
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Salvatore Scibona (born 2 June ) is an American novelist and short-story writer. He has won awards for both his novels
and short stories, and was selected in as one of The New Yorker "Fiction Writers to Watch: 20 under 40".

Using a roving point of view and a dense, poetic style, Scibona entertains questions of mortality, love, time,
and place. Although the plot of The End is important and the book pushes forward via the complicated
relationships between the characters and the decisions they make, Scibona clearly prefers long, meditative
passages that reference the modernist era of literature and works by authors such as William Faulkner and
Virginia Woolf. Scibona tells his story out of order, splitting The End into five sections touching on events
from to She and the boys stay away even though the Depression has lifted and the bakery has returned to
doing good business. Although his wife and sons have been gone for nearly twenty years, Rocco remains
doggedly optimistic and confident about their imminent return even when the facts suggest otherwise. When
Rocco walks to his bakery in next morning, a crowd of mourners is there to meet him. As his neighbors try to
comfort him, Rocco laughs them away and claims that the body has been misidentified and that his son is
actually still alive. Marini asks Rocco to have lunch with her that day. Rocco spends the afternoon with Mrs.
Marini and her young lodger, a boy named Ciccio. Rocco finally leaves that night to attend the chaotic
Ascension Day parade through the neighborhood. Marini is an immigrant; she came to America In , widowed
for thirteen years and ready to die, Mrs. Marini suddenly has an epiphany: Before becoming widowed, Mrs.
Marini secretly performs abortions in her basement and has conversations with the sarcastic ghost of her dead
husband, Nico. She decides to take an apprentice, a single girl living nearby named Lina, and pass on her
trade. Lina is the daughter of Patrizia Montanero, an Italian immigrant who is one of Mrs. Marini takes Lina
under her wing. But before Lina can learn Mrs. Lina and Enzo are happy together even though they are unable
to have children. Marini believes Enzo is the one who is sterile, and later events prove her right. Marini asks
Lina to become her apprentice, but Enzo forbids her to do so, claiming that The entire section is 1, words.
Unlock This Study Guide Now Start your hour free trial to unlock this page The End study guide and get
instant access to the following:
Chapter 4 : Where He Learned To Read | Boston Queer History
Salvatore Scibona's debut novel, "The End," is set in an exquisitely rendered Italian immigrant community in early 20th
century Ohio and does not open up so much as catch and slowly reel in. It opens on Assumption Day, ; baker Rocco
LaGrassa, "a soul liberated from worry by luck and self-conquest," learns his son has died in Korea.

Chapter 5 : QUOTES BY SALVATORE SCIBONA | A-Z Quotes
WHERE I LEARNED TO READ by Salvatore Scibona JUNE 13, did my best to flunk out of high school. I failed English
literature, American literature.

Chapter 6 : 'The End' by Salvatore Scibona | District of Columbia Public Library
Salvatore Scibona's Where I Learned to Read discusses the controversial issue of attaining education through a
humorous narrative of his own experiences. Through his use of imagery, informal syntax, wit, and rhetorical strategies,
Scibona serves a purpose to directly inspire readers who feel they have no vocation.

Chapter 7 : About Salvatore Scibona | Novelist | United States of America | UpClosed
STARTING OUT WHERE I LEARNED TO READ by Salvatore Scibona JUNE 13, I did my best to flunk out of high
school. I failed English literature, American literature.
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Salvatore Scibona-"Where I Learned to Read" (New Yorker, June 13 & 20, ) August 2, by Paul Debraski
SOUNDTRACK: SHARON VAN ETTEN-"She Drives Me Crazy" ().

Chapter 9 : calendrierdelascience.com: The End: A Novel (): Salvatore Scibona: Books
We asked contributors to our Summer Fiction Issue to tell us what they're kicking back with this summer. First up,
Salvatore Scibona, whose essay "Where I Learned to Read" appears in the.
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